Treamcast: An Experiment in VR
A Game By Paz

The Treamcast was a bootleg Dreamcast console made
in China. It was really weird. This console has nothing
to do with this game, I just used the name of it as a
working title for the game. After being unable to think
of a fitting title, I just named this thing “Treamcast”
and let it rock like that. This is a manual for my
game. Enjoy!

Contents:
• Introduction
• The Setting & controls
• Characters

• Ending guide
• Why is this a thing

This game is © 2019 Andrew Schons, all rights reserved. Some
code used in this game was supplied by Google & some other stuff
was supplied by the Unity Foundation. All rights reserved. No part
of this game or publication may be reproduced for any reason I
guess. Unless I think you’re cool, then you probably can.
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The Setting
Treamcast takes place in the small town
of Shelton. You’re a drifter who enjoys
living in their RV, but one morning you
awake to find that you are out of
cereal! You must journey to the store
in order to feed yourself. The events
of this game take place over the
course of one day. Be careful to watch out for the
landing of Angel’s comet!
Maneuvering in Vr
Treamcast is currently a VR only game. It was created with
the Google Cardboard headset in mind, which has a single
button on it. You need a button to play. Treamcast will
require you to rotate your head in a full circle to look at
things, so standing while playing is recommended. Character
dialogue is spoken in this game, so turn your volume up!
There is no rapid movement in this game, but if you feel
motion sick, stop playing! I’ll release a non-Vr port soon.
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Cast of Characters
Jamie

Orange Robes
Jamie is the clerk
at the local
rainbow mart.
She’s gotten used
to being mistaken
for a guy at this
point.

Bird Leader

These are the newer
recruits of the church
of terrestrial love.
Much more accepting
than their masked
brethren, but also less
intelligent.

Masked Robes

The self proclaimed The old-guard of the church.
The only ones to
leader of The Church
have seen the
of terrestrial love.
masters face. When
He loves to talk. No
they speak, it is not
one has seen his
to be taken lightly.
face in years.
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Endings
Treamcast is a game with several
endings. Here is a brief guide on
how to get them all:

Cereal Ending

Traitor Ending

Leave your trailer, don’t join
the cult, tell Jamie you see
nothing strange about the
cult, then go back home.

Join the cult. Tell Jamie you
believe the cult is strange
and retrieve the egg for her,
then proceed to the
convenience store to meet up
with her and avoid the
church.

Good Jamie Ending
Don’t join the cult. Proceed
to the church before speaking
with Jamie and retrieve the
amulet. Speak to Jamie. Tell
her you believe the cult is
strange. Retrieve the egg,
then meet her at the lake.

Cultist Ending
Join the cult, tell Jamie that
the cult is strange, retrieve
the egg and make your way
to the church.

I made this game with multiple
endings because games are about
fun! If you couldn’t explore this
small town, then why bother
playing? Getting all the endings
won’t got you anything special,
so just explore at your own leisure.
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Why is this a thing?
I made this game as a project for a community college
class. I think the project was supposed to be related to
graphic design, but I was going to school for game design
so I decided to make a game. I wanted to make a VR game
because everyone is saying that VR is the future. I don’t
think Google Cardboard is the future, and this game will
most definitely become extremely obsolete in a few years,
but I had fun making it. This game taught me a ton about
Unity, C++ scripting, making game art, organization, and
how to not throw my laptop out the window. This is the first
actual game I have ever made, and I’m proud of the result. I
hope you enjoy it, and if it’s not your thing, it’s still pretty
cool.
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Treamcast is an experiment in
VR gameplay by Seattle
Artist, Paz. This is only the
manual for the game & if you
don’t have the game, then
this manual is useless. Don’t
panic, though! The game is
free for anyone, and you can
get it by scanning this QR
code.

www.XedOutEyes.com/Treamcast.html
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